Thank You for Signing
WANTED: Fair Trials and
Compensation!
Sorry I have not made it a habit to thank you as soon as you signed the petition! Thank you
especially, if you did not only leave your signature, but also a comment! You will see what
remarkable reading the collection of comments is!
I put comments from each of our four online petitions together, as they are a true reflection of
the spirit of our times, I believe. I am proud to refer to them in every possible email,
especially to MPs and other 'people in high places'.
This email comes to you because you've helped Maurice Kirk not only to "hang in there", but
also to continue his fight, that turns out to be not only unusual, extreme and indefinite, but
also bizarre!
He is still in France, waiting to get his hip replaced, he is still having deadline pressures to
produce important documents, and he is still being fobbed off rather than helped by people in
authority.
If his MP follows suit, his petition could be the first before Parliament, after John Hemming MP
helped me to turn 'case stories' into wording that is appropriate for petitioning Parliament.
I am dreaming of LOTS of "victim - MP" pairs so that Parliament could be swamped with such
petitions! Meanwhile, we need to improve on presenting our cases and communicating with
our MP. We need to build a relationship. If it works, your MP can go as far as presenting your
case in an adjournment debate as was done here. For it's important that MPs KNOW how
many people suffer and how badly!
If you're not happy with your MP, you can follow John Hemming MP's advice and ask Mr
Speaker [bercowj@parliament.uk] for an alternative.
Regarding the Memorandum of Understanding between the Police and the Law Society, John
Hemming MP will look at three well evidenced cases and discuss them in a meeting.
With respect to the Public Inquiry into White Collar Crime, Nic Dakin MP has ascertained that
the Government will start its consultation into the Economic Crime Agency in spring this year.
Austin Mitchell MP will therefore contribute our recommendations and will contact the Justice
Committee to ask whether they'd run with a Public Inquiry.
These suggestions were the constructive outcome of our meeting to which Maurice dared to
show up as a total surprise - despite his Warrant for Arrest! Once a dare devil, always a dare
devil... He took photos that he put up on his photo gallery, while Brad Meyer kindly took
videos that I published here.
I hope to get another meeting together for the beginning of May. Meanwhile, I trust that
you've signed into Maurice's website and possibly my complementary blog as well as Victims
Unite!
Thus we can make good use of what the web and net have to offer. We're only 1% of

humanity with this privilege! No need to feel guilty, just conscious enough to communicate
constructively!
With best wishes for your campaigning elbows and many thanks for your support,
Sabine
National Co-ordinator, Forum for Stable Currencies
Mathematician and software designer...
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